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President’s Soapbox
By Lacey Hill-Kastern
I want to start off by extending my gratitude to everyone that worked tirelessly
to help make the 2022 Winter meeting a success. Everyone has been through so
much in the past couple of years. We had a great team that worked hard on
switching the in-person meeting plans over to yet another virtual meeting. I also
want to extend my gratitude to the board members that are no longer on the
board: Bob Holsman, Brad Strobel, and Carissa Freeh. So much has been
accomplished in the past few years and they all contributed a great deal of their
personal time towards these accomplishments. Thank you also to our current
board members and new board members. A huge thank you goes to Ally Scott
and Abi Fergus for organizing a Tribal Engagement and Partnership
Roundtable so that as a Chapter we can learn how to more effectively partner
with the Tribal Nations in the Wisconsin Region. Finding people to run for
board positions and dedicate their time and energy to the Chapter is not always
an easy task and we all appreciate your leadership and added value you are
bringing to the organization.
During the business meeting last month, I gave a brief recap regarding some of the successes of the past year. These
included the well attending monthly brown bag webinar series organized by the Chapter’s membership committee.
This is a service to our members by our members. We had cost savings during the pandemic that we were able to put
towards increased scholarship sustainability. We also hope to be putting those savings towards more socials, training,
and in-person functions in the upcoming year because we all miss seeing each other’s faces! We currently have threehundred-thirty-nine active members in the organization! We have an active diversity committee and have also
completed a historic file clean-up and organization. We are evaluating efficiency, working on incorporation,
insurance, and developing operations manual to ease transitions of the board.
Over the next year, I hope we can also learn more about partnership opportunities with other organizations in our
state and how we can work together for our membership and towards fulfilling our mission. The board is also
currently working on getting together with the student chapters in the state so we can learn more from each other
and work towards streamlining processes and communications. If you have ideas for our organization, I would love
to hear them. We are also interested in future brown bag webinar ideas, as well as training, workshops, and
networking ideas. Cheers to a busy 2022!
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New Board Member Introductions
Ken Pemble – President-Elect
Ken Pemble is a Wildlife Biologist for The ChequamegonNicolet National Forest out of Park Falls, WI. He grew up in
Mercer, WI where he spent his youth hunting, fishing and
pestering the local WDNR staff.
He served nine years in the US Army as an Infantryman and
Paratrooper. It was on his final tour to Afghanistan when a
mongoose got into his camp that he realized that he should
pursue a career in conservation.
He attended Madison Area Technical College and transferred to
the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. It took a bit, but after
flirting with a Forestry major, then a Conservation Law major, He finally realized that Wildlife was the best.
He started work as an LTE for the WDNR out of Mercer doing law enforcement, maintenance and finally wildlife
work. He got to work as a Wildlife/Archeological Technician in The Apostle Islands, Forestry Tech for Fort McCoy
and finally landed in the Chequamegon where he spends his days looking after sharp-tailed grouse in Riley Lake
Wildlife Management Area, surveying goshawks and implementing habitat improvement projects.
He started in TWS and WCTWS as a student and stayed as a professional because all the biologist he looked up to
were part of it, he took on a board position because most of those biologists retired and he figured it was time for
him to step up.
His greatest joy in life is showing the natural world to his curious son and daughter while his extremely tolerant wife
looks on.
Jennifer Merems – Secretary
Jen Merems is a PhD candidate at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison studying the effects of wolves on
elk populations in Wisconsin.
Jen is a desert dweller, originally from Tucson
Arizona where she obtained her Bachelor’s degree in
Wildlife Management from the University of
Arizona. From there, she spent time acclimating to
seasons and snow while getting her Master’s degree
in Wildlife Sciences at the University of Idaho before
moving to Wisconsin.
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Jen has been involved with TWS since 2013 at both the local and national level. When she began her PhD program,
she decided she wanted to give back by obtaining leadership roles in the same organization that has helped her grow
as a scientist and foster connections across the US. In 2020, Jen became the secretary of the Early Career Professional
Working Group and their outreach chair, and in 2021 she became the co-chair of the WCTWS diversity committee.
Jen is looking forward to her tenure as WCTWS secretary and making new connections with wildlife students and
professionals in Wisconsin.
Brilyn Brecka – Student Representative
Brilyn Brecka is an undergraduate student at the University of
Wisconsin - Stevens Point. She will be graduating in May with a
bachelor's degree in Wildlife Ecology and Management.
Brilyn grew up in Alma, WI, where her love for wildlife was
solidified by spending time fishing with her dad on the Mississippi
River and hiking the bluffs in the spring searching for gobblers.
After high school, she worked for the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources as a Parks and Recreation specialist before
attending UWSP in 2018.
Throughout her college career, Brilyn has been heavily involved in
the Student Chapter of The Wildlife Society serving on the officer
board as the web designer, treasurer, and president. She is also a
co-leader for the Adopt-a-Wildlife Area Project on the Buena
Vista Wildlife Area. Brilyn is a teaching assistant for an
introductory wildlife course and provides technical assistance for
the Wisconsin Center for Wildlife. Other extracurricular activities
include competing on the UWSP Track and Field Team, throwing
shot put, discus, weight, and hammer.
After graduation, she will be working for the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife at the
White River Wildlife Area in Tygh Valley, OR.
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Treasurer Report
4/15/2022

Submitted by Jennifer Summers, Treasurer
Account

Jan-1-2022

4-15-2022

Checking

1,420.16

10,891.93

Savings (0.03% yield)

55,673.25

44,177.30**

Bjerke (10 year return 9.6%*)

79,940.67
72,741.08
20,203.59

86,680.06
66,178.76 + 10,000
20,501.30

Leopold fund (0.03% yield)
Hardin and Hammerstrom
Scholarship Fund

12,459.71
10,001.53

10,460.64
9253.27

PayPal

237.62

237.62

Corpus:
Money Market
0.01% yield:

Total Assets
172,736.90
171,701.80
*as of 3-31-2022. Rate of returns: 1 year – 7.7%, 3 year – 11.68%, 5 year – 10.18 %, 10 year – 9.92%
** $10,000 has been earmarked to invest in Bjerke for scholarship sustainability. Transfer hasn’t occurred yet. Actual
amount is $54,175.91
Jan-1-2022
4-15-2022
Available Funds *
67,534.62
73,059.08
* Excludes Bjerke corpus and Scholarship funds. Bjerke Corpus balance over $65,250 is potentially available for
spending or re-investment.
Date
3/7/2022-3/31/2022
3/29/2022
4/3/2022
4/4/2022

Description
Dues
Administrative
Zoom
CC fees

Type
Income
Expense
Expense
Expense

Amount
480.00
-$3.00
-$29.98
-$61.58

Upcoming:
(Checks not yet cleared)

Honoraria
Leopold Scholarships
Harding Scholarship
WCHF Sponsorship

Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense

-$350.00
-$2,000.00
-$750.00
-$2000.00
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Conservation Affairs Committee Updates
Wolves Sub-Committee: Randy Jurewicz, Chair
Volunteer wolf track surveys were completed throughout the winter, including by several members of WCTWS.
Preliminary estimates based on minimum counts suggest there may have been a reduction of 15-20% of the wolf
population in the state. WCTWS members served on the WDNR wolf plan committee representing Timber Wolf
Alliance, Wisconsin’s Green Fire and GLIFWC. The draft wolf plan should be available for public comment later this
spring or summer. The Timber Wolf Alliance (TWA) will be celebrating the 50 year anniversary of the Sigurd Olson
Institute this year, and TWA will be commemorating Sigurd Olson’s initiation of objective scientific research on
wolves during wolf awareness week (October 16-22).”
The International Wolf Center is going to sponsor an International Wolf Symposium in October 13-16, 2022.
Home - International Wolf Symposium 2022

Diversity Committee Update
Submitted by Kelly VanBeek and Jennifer Merems
The first LIVE Local Wildlife Vocalization’s panel was a hit!
On March 9th, 2022, the diversity committee hosted our first live Local Vocal panel during the winter meeting. Four
courageous Wisconsin wildlifers felt compelled to share their stories. Our first panelist was Dr. Wendy Turner who
discussed the challenges of family planning and raising children. Our second panelist was Davin Lopez who shared
his challenges growing up as a minority in Colorado and his challenges of moving from a zoo/animal husbandry
background to state agency wildlife management. Our third panelist was Michael Menon, an airport wildlife program
manager and master’s student, reminiscing on his long, convoluted path that finally led him into the field of wildlife.
”I thought this was a good use of conference time, creating space for people to listen to colleagues, associates, and friend’s stories of how they
navigate certain experiences and how their career trajectories differ based on these experiences. I was comfortable sharing my story and hope
it sparks others to have similar conversations. Just like how ecosystems contain different niches, not everyone fits the same mold as we fill
different niches to individually provide value to our discipline.” – Michael Menon. Lastly, Jen Merems, a PhD candidate and the
diversity co-chair shared her struggles as someone in wildlife with ADHD and chronic illness. “As someone who is
becoming more comfortable with my diagnoses, I see others struggle with theirs and how it may impact them academically, socially, and
professionally. I wanted to share my story to encourage others that they belong in wildlife no matter their challenges.” – Jen Merems.
Audience members had great questions for the panelists with some even sharing their own relatable stories. After the
panel concluded the diversity chairs and board members heard overwhelming positive feedback about the event.
Feedback such as:
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“It’s relieving to see early steps are being taken to make space in our field and chapter for a diversity of people to thrive. I also see a lot of
work ahead of us to make the chapter and field truly inclusive and diverse. I participated in the chapter meeting for the first time in years,
because I knew of friends doing work to grow this diversity, access and acceptance of the community and I felt more comfortable engaging
than I did in the past.”
“The Wildlife Vocalizations session at the meeting was really great. I really appreciate everything the diversity committee did to pull it
together and to share their stories! Super inspiring and insightful”
“It’s always a good reminder that we are far more than our job titles. I’m very proud of the individuals that step outside their comfort zones
to share their stories.”
“I am very appreciative of the people who went out on a limb to talk about personal struggles. It’s humanizing for the profession because it
forces us to remember that any given person we may interact with may be struggling with things we can't or don't know about.”
If this is something you enjoyed and would like to see continued in the future, please let your diversity committee
know.

We are working diligently behind the scenes to move forward with initiatives discussed at our prior meetings. Keep
your eyes on your email for the next quarterly diversity committee meeting in May where we will provide updates and
have open space for more ideas and discussions.
All are welcomed!

Local Vocal, Wisconsin’s Wildlife Vocalizations
Wildlife Vocalizations is a collection of short personal perspectives from
people in the field of wildlife sciences.
Reflect on the past while looking towards the future. This is a collective
effort to provide voices representing a common theme of tenacity,
perseverance, ingenuity, and passion.
Open to Wisconsin wildlifers, WCTWS members and nonmembers
alike. Our hope is to bring our community and membership together,
showing that you are not alone in the wildlife field.
Are you a parent juggling both professional and personal commitments?
Is your educational and personal background different from the
predominant, consumptive wildlife stakeholder? Do you identify as a
member of an underrepresented group in our profession?
We want to hear YOUR story!
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If you are interested in sharing your short personal perspective or nominating someone you know, please select or
share this link to the form. We are hoping to provide an anonymous, automated nomination process soon. In the
meantime, if you would like to give someone a nudge to participate, please send Kelly an email.
These perspectives will be published in the WCTWS Intelligent Tinkering, our website, and on social media. You will also have the
option for it to be published on wildlife.org ! Click here to read previously published Wildlife Vocalizations from the national
organization.
Abi Fergus (they/she)
Wildlife Specialist
Abi inspects a line of fladry during their
graduate research into carnivore
coexistence on small livestock farmers in
northern Wisconsin.
Photo credit: A. Fergus

What changes would you like to see in the wildlife profession over the next x years?
We need swift change as the world is losing biodiversity and the indigenous cultures and languages that preserve and
foster rich life on earth. A major theme I see in this needed change is the way scientists view and conduct ourselves.
There is a myth that scientists can be and are objective when we all have a positionality- a relationship to our research
that is shaped by who we are as individuals. There’s still a lot of pressure to subdue who we are and pretend we are
free of bias in this field. Bias is inherent to being a human and the actual way around tainting research with negative
forms of bias is to embrace and foster diversity in all its forms.
As I pursued my graduate education in carnivore coexistence, I stumbled into this place of no longer being able to
bury my queerness. Sadly, the day that my queer revelation descended, my initial response was wishing I could
unrealize my queerness. I “didn’t have time” to figure this part of me out. I was already abstaining from donning the
green hair that I feel most at home in, struggling through chronic pain and physical disability, and realizing I had
unaddressed learning and developmental disabilities all my life. There’s not adequate space or resources in academia
to full embody who we are and what support we need and deserve. This situation upholds the historic gatekeeping
and ableism in academia and all the while navigating academia is generally inherent to getting into the wildlife field.
As a result, we are missing irreplaceable positionalities to bring about holistic research and solutions in wildlife
conservation.
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I am white and outsiders can easily assume that I am a woman and that I
am straight. There are Black, Indigenous, and people of color who can’t
mask elements of their being in order to navigate a bias riddled field that
all the while claims to be above bias. All the western hemisphere is
indigenous land and in the wildlife field we still uphold stories that North
and South America were “untouched wilderness” thus erasing the
stewardship of ecosystems done by indigenous people for millennia. We
should all be able to freely express who we are and with transparency
inform those who consume our research what our positionality is.
I believe with more acceptance and support for diversity of all kinds in
our field, we’d find more effective wildlife conservation solutions –
whereas the way the field has been involves a lot of research that can be
out of touch with communities on the ground. For example, I’ve heard
stories and experiences ho research scientists in carnivore coexistence can
be out of touch with small farmer lifestyles and needs. Working with
farmers has been a great teacher to me in taking off the mask of
“professionalism” and connecting human to human for solutions. In the
immediate future I want to see more of us embodying who we are for
better informed science.

Abi poses with her canine
companion Juniper.
Photo credit: A. Fergus

Abi poses in a deer bed during a
CyberTracker trailing evaluation in which
she got her level 3 training and level 3.
certifications. Photo credit: Troy Ellefson
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Student Chapter Corner
Northland College
Submitted by Destiney Elder-Hall, NC Chapter President
Our student chapter has been enjoying our winter wonderland
up here in the Northwoods! With plenty of fresh snow, we’ve
been able to practice our wildlife tracking skills in the campus
ravine and lead a demonstration on how to make plaster casts
in the field. We were able to use some of these plaster casts
along with some molds provided by The Northern Great Lakes
Visitor Center to sell at our annual spring fundraiser.
We also led a professional workshop for resumes and cover
letters for young wildlife professionals, and we discussed
different career options and field experiences that senior
members have had within the wildlife sector. Warmer days
have been few and far between, but we've made the most out
of our sunny days by going out on birding field trips in the
Ashland area.

This week, we have finished up our officer elections for the 20222023 school year where Josh Kolasch and April Shipley-Mellon were
elected as co-presidents, Bridget Stroede as vice President, Allison
Smith as treasurer, and Sydni Bennette as secretary.
We have a May Term trip planned to go to Ely, Mn to visit the
American Bear Center and the International Wolf Center. Upcoming
events in May may include habitat restoration work at the NGLVC,
Northern WI frog and toad phenology surveys, and sharp-tailed
grouse lek surveys with the USFS!
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University of Wisconsin-Madison
By Cole Wilson, President
This spring has been filled with some fantastic guest speakers and interesting field trips for the UW-Madison student
chapter of TWS. We celebrated Black History Month by watching several short films highlighting the work of Black
ecologists. We had Dr. Lyric Bartholomay of the UW-Madison Vet School talk to us about vector biology and her
work looking at infectious diseases in animals. Cait Williamson from the Wisconsin Natural Resources Foundation
shared what she does in her role as director of Conservation Programs with the NRF. Most recently we had August
Ball from Cream City Conservation Corporation speak to us about how organizations can reinvest profits into the
community and make the field of ecology, and the outdoors as a whole, a more welcoming, diverse, and inclusive
place. We will be finishing out the semester with Dr. Tim Van Deelen talking about wolf populations in Wisconsin
and the implications of deciding to hunt them.
In March, we took a trip to a local wetland to look for Tiger Salamanders emerging on the first warm spring night.
We are looking forward to a birding trip with the UW-Madison student chapter of the Audubon Society, the annual
Forestry Club vs. Wildlife Society kickball game, and a couple of upcoming outreach events in the Madison area.

University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Submitted by Brilyn Brecka, President
After a refreshing winter break, students arrived back on campus with a pep in their step. In February, we sent 20
undergraduate students to the Midwest Fish and Wildlife Conference in Des Moines, IA, where several students
presented talks and posters during the event. Many students were fully funded through NCSTWS travel grants!
Additionally, three student members were recognized for awards. Amber Smith was a finalist and Jeffrey Edwards
was awarded the Janice Lee Fenske Memorial Award for Outstanding Students. Brilyn Brecka was awarded the North
Central Section of The Wildlife Society Wildlife Undergraduate Student of the Year. Overall, this was an amazing first
conference back in person!
In conjunction with the Wisconsin Center for Wildlife, the Wisconsin Outdoor Safety Institute, and the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, our chapter helped sponsor two chainsaw safety certification courses. Jim Olive
from Chainsaw Safety Specialists, LLC, came to teach student members how to properly use chainsaws. The field
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portion of this course occurred at the Buena Vista Wildlife Area where students helped cut down invasive aspen trees
encroaching on the grassland.
Spring research projects are in full swing: the Gray Squirrel Project finished their field season with 49 squirrels; the
AWA Project completed several workdays and were featured on Channel 7 News; the Grouse Project is set to start
catching grouse at Treehaven this spring; and the Lagomorph Project has been actively trying to catch rabbits! We
also hosted another night of broomball against SAF and Fire Crew (we won 13-1) and attended another judo/selfdefense class.
Elections will be held at the end of April and new officers will take over in May. Later this semester, we will host our
annual Gamefeed to celebrate our 50th anniversary.

Winter Meeting Wrap-Up
Winter Meeting Summary
Submitted by Christine Anhalt-Depies, Past President
We hope you had a chance to participate in this year’s annual meeting themed “Wildlife, Habitat, and People:
Resiliency in a Changing World”. A total of 167 people registered for the virtual event which included two special
symposia, a plenary, general sessions, a rousing game of trivia, and new this year – Live Wildlife Vocalizations.
The conference plenary session focused on resiliency of wildlife and their habitat, as well as resiliency of the people
who depend on and managed our natural resources. Dr. Benjamin Zuckerberg spoke on the topic of enhancing the
resiliency of Wisconsin’s wildlife to modern climate change. His talk focused on current climate impacts that are most
relevant to wildlife and the strategies for managing wildlife during this time of unprecedented climate change. Dr.
Johnathan Gilbert spoke on the topic of resiliency of the Ojibwe people. His talk provided examples of the harsh
changes Ojibwe people have experienced and included a discussion on a pathway for future resiliency. Jessie
Panazzolo, founder of Lonely Conservationists, discussed the importance of conserving the people who work to
protect our natural world. Through her personal story, she discussed the importance of prioritizing mental health,
overcoming impostor syndrome and fighting loneliness within the conservation field.
For the third consecutive year, the special symposium sessions proved be very popular. The Midwest Furbearer
Management: Past, Present and Future, organized by Jenna Malinowski, drew 90 people. The Upper Mississippi
River: Partners, Restoration, and Research symposium, organized by Brenda Kelly, also drew a lot of people. General
session presentations included talks and posters, with significant representation from students of UW-Madison,
Northland College and UW-Stevens Point. Students comprised 13 of the 21 presentations which were prerecorded
before the sessions. Presenters and co-presenters joined sessions following the playing of their presentation to field
audience questions.
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Of course, virtual meetings cannot replace the networking and face-to-face social aspects that are often the most
valuable part of attending a conference. Still, our trivia social was well attended, and participants had a lot of fun.
This meeting also featured a Live Wildlife Vocalization organized by the chapter’s Diversity Committee. This panel
discussion was part of the committee’s efforts to highlight voices representing a common theme of tenacity,
perseverance, ingenuity, and passion.
We thank all those who assisted with conference organization and look forward to a return to in-person events in the
near future!

What Members (Still) Want from the Chapter
Submitted by Robert Holsman, Past President
During the annual meeting in March, we took some time normally reserved for Issue sub-committee reports and
instead held an open discussion to check-in with members about their aspirations for the chapter. We had about 25
people participate including several retirees with long ties to Chapter. The decision to hold such a check-in was a
spillover from a conservation that the Executive Board has had a lot in recent years. It usually starts with a question
like, “Hey, how can the chapter better serve the members’ needs?”. This is usually followed then by, “Huh? What are
the members’ needs and what do they want to see the chapter engage in?”.
So rather than guessing, we invited you all to come and tell us. Some of what we heard definitely mirrored the results
of a membership survey we conducted about five years ago. Chapter members want us to provide networking
opportunities but not just related to jobs and careers. In our meeting, we heard a lot about how much membership
means to people’s identities and the camaraderie they enjoy through social engagements. Several people commented
on how Covid restrictions have hurt our ability to gather and socialize. I know I speak on behalf of our current
board in saying that everyone hopes that 2022 and beyond will allow us to gather more often for professional and
social reasons!
Another theme we heard that echoed the Membership survey was a desire to see the Chapter become more involved
in speaking or commenting on wildlife policy issues in the state. Our members would like to see more advocacy.
Truth be told, we have probably leaned away from that in recent years for a couple reasons. One is the growth of
Green Fire which has moved effectively into that niche. There are many WCTWS members that overlap with Green
Fire and on many issues. In some cases, we have ceded the landscape policy work to them. In our group discussion, a
couple of Green Fire/TWS members pointed out that TWS should still play a prominent role in commenting on
policies and appearing at hearings on behalf of the chapter, because in politics—you can never have too many voices.
Our issue subcommittees have floundered in recent years with a couple of exceptions (e.g., Forestry and Furbearer).
The other reason why our chapter has pulled back somewhat on conservation advocacy has to do with our current
capacity as limited by member engagement. We can do a whole bunch more than we currently do when it comes to
policy, or education, or professional development, or webinars, or picnics that feature a canoe full of beer! But we
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need more people to become active members. We need your ideas and your energy. I am especially talking to
students and early career professionals reading this now. The vibrancy of this organization depends on everyone
pulling on the rope. Consider contacting a board member and asking to volunteer, and/or share your ideas for
actions or activities that chapter can undertake to meet your goals. Being a wildlifer is special calling and our
organization is full of special people. Let’s do good work in our day gigs and to build our capacity to serve one
another and have fun.

WCTWS Winter Meeting Event Recap: Roundtable Discussion
Submitted by Abi Fergus and Ally Scott
As a part of its Annual Winter Meeting, on March 9, 2022, the Wisconsin Chapter of The Wildlife Society hosted a
virtual roundtable discussion on tribal engagement and partnerships. This event provided an open forum to discuss
how Wisconsin’s conservation professionals both affiliated and not affiliated with tribes can reciprocally partner for
conservation efforts and professional development. Everyone who attended had the opportunity to share their
perspective and insight with the group and in-depth discussion followed these initial reflections.
Three goals guided conversation: (1) identify ways for WCTWS to better serve and engage conservation professionals
affiliated with Wisconsin’s tribes, (2) identify training and education needs for non-tribal conservation professionals
to effectively partner and collaborate with tribal organizations, and (3) identify opportunities for WCTWS to facilitate
the development of strong working relationships and two-way communication between conservation professionals
affiliated and non-affiliated with tribes. Individuals affiliated with tribal entities were invited to speak first, and
contributions from non-tribal participants followed.
Common themes surfaced related to tribal agencies tasked with a disproportionate workload, yet fewer resources.
Discussion highlighted the need for outside entities to take initiative and extend patience in pursuing partnerships
given that tribal conservation professionals disproportionately face constraints. These barriers may relate to finances
(tribal conservation departments may be small and underfunded or may rely on uncertain funding sources such as
grants), staffing levels (tribal conservation departments may not have designated “wildlife professionals;” rather,
conservation professionals may work with a broad range of topics and may be responsible for inordinate workloads),
or time constraints (tribal conservation professionals must balance multiple competing priorities despite financial and
staffing shortages and may not have the capacity to quickly respond to outside requests).
Tribal representatives and non-tribal partners alike offered up ideas for overcoming long-running hurdles, including:
• Allowing more time for relationship building, especially in grant and research planning and collaboration.
• Reaching out to tribal colleges for academic partnerships and student opportunities, such as Lac Courte Oreilles
Ojibwe College and College of Menominee Nation.
• Increasing awareness and discussions of historic and modern examples of colonial extractivism and bringing
attention to issues of information ownership and cultural sensitivity.
• Providing education about unique aspects of working across multiple jurisdictions that may be complicated and
unfamiliar to non-tribal partners.
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Overall, everyone expressed interest in learning opportunities. The group discussed the possibility of making existing
and future WCTWS professional development opportunities more accessible and available to tribal professionals and
tribal colleges. There were high levels of interest in training non-tribal professionals for effective cross-cultural
collaboration, including increasing awareness about the numerous tribal entities in Wisconsin and their various
perspectives and approaches to conservation. Individuals also discussed ways to promote opportunities for crosscultural training in graduate student programs.
Finally, participants expressed high levels of interest in pursuing organizational partnerships. For example, WCTWS
plans to build off this initial conversation by making a presence at the September 18-23, 2022, Native American Fish
and Wildlife Society (NAFWS) Great Lakes Region conference at Lac Courte Oreilles. WCTWS also plans to
collaborate with NAFWS and the Wisconsin Tribal Conservation Advisory Council (WTCAC) to further professional
development opportunities and partnerships for non-tribal and tribal members of these organizations.
Based on this discussion, WCTWS should consider the following recommended action steps:
1. Pursue active involvement in the 2022 Great Lakes NAFWS conference, including preparing a booth with
informative materials, recruiting WCTWS members to give presentations, and organizing WCTWS members to
attend the event and network with tribal colleagues.
2. Make greater efforts to share professional development opportunities with tribal entities, including regularly
contacting tribal professionals and colleges and considering ways to waive or discount event and meeting registration
fees for individuals affiliated with tribes.
3. Facilitate trainings on effective collaboration with tribal partners, including identifying individuals willing to lead
these trainings and providing needed resources and support.
4. Consider ways to revisit this conversation at the 2023 WCTWS Annual Winter meeting, including encouraging
participation and involvement from tribal partners and, if an in-person event, working with local tribal entities to
make the event more culturally sensitive.
The roundtable discussion was organized and facilitated by Ally Scott, Natural Resources Research Technician at the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), and Abi Fergus, Mashkiiziibii Natural Resources Department
(MNRD) Wildlife Specialist. Both Scott and Fergus gained their Master of Science degrees from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, where they approached their work by using both Western and Indigenous science and
knowledge lenses: Scott in partnership with the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission, and Fergus in
collaboration with the Bad River Tribe’s Wildlife Program. Scott and Fergus seek to support other non-tribal
conservation students and professionals in cross-cultural training and organized this event as a step toward
developing stronger cross-cultural partnerships and awareness among Wisconsin’s conservation professionals.
A recording of the Roundtable Discussion is available to view on the WCTWS YouTube page.
Tribal Organization Spotlight
Many individual tribal governments and organizations continue to thrive on the Indigenous land that is now known
as Wisconsin. Below is more information about three organizations that featured prominently in the Roundtable
Discussion.
Native American Fish and Wildlife Society: Great Lakes Region
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The Native American Fish & Wildlife Society (NAFWS) was established informally during the early 1980s and
incorporated in 1983. NAFWS is a national Native American non-profit organization that serves as an informative
communication network between tribal, federal, and state fish and wildlife management entities. NAFWS has 200+
member tribes and is divided into 7 regions, including the Great Lakes Region that encompasses Wisconsin and
neighboring states. Learn more about NAFWS online.
Wisconsin Tribal Conservation Advisory Council
The Wisconsin Tribal Conservation Advisory Council (WTCAC) was established in 2001 and was the first Tribal
Conservation Advisory Council in the nation. The 1995 Farm Bill authorized the formation of Tribal Conservation
Advisory Councils as advisory bodies to NRCS and all of USDA on tribal issues. WTCAC coordinates USDA
programs for the 11 federally recognized Native American tribes in Wisconsin on natural resource and agricultural
issues on tribal lands. Learn more about WTCAC online.
Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
The Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission (GLIFWC) formed in 1984. GLIFWC represents 11 Ojibwe
tribes in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan who reserved hunting, fishing, and gathering rights in treaties with the
United States government. GLIFWC provides natural resource management expertise, conservation enforcement,
legal and policy analysis, and public information services in support of the exercise of treaty rights during wellregulated, off-reservation seasons throughout the treaty ceded territories. Learn more about GLIFWC online.

2022 WCTWS Best Student Presentation Winners
Submitted by Mackenzie Turner
Congratulations to the 2022 WCTWS Student Presentation Winners, Hannah Butkiewicz (graduate student), Brilyn
Brecka (undergraduate student), and Jeffrey Edwards (undergraduate-poster session)!
Hannah Butkiewicz’s talk was “Evaluation of Eastern Wild Turkey Productivity and Recruitment Utilizing Snapshot
Wisconsin Trail Camera Images”. Hannah’s conclusions show the efficacy of utilizing trail camera data obtain PTH
ratios for monitoring wild turkey productivity. Camera trap data can help researchers monitor wild turkeys and other
wildlife species of interest at spatial and temporal scales that are not practical with traditional methods.
Brilyn Brecka’s talk was “Use of Light-level Geolocators to Determine Nest Attentiveness of Wood Ducks (Aix
sponsa) Breeding in Central Wisconsin”. Brilyn’s results indicate that daily temperature, incubation stage, and body
size influence incubation break timing and suggest that females are attempting to balance a tradeoff between their
own maintenance and survival, and survival of their nests.
Jeffrey Edwards’ poster was titled “Nest-site Selection and Nest Survival of Blue-winged Teal (Anas discors) in
Agriculturally Dominant Landscapes of Southeast Wisconsin”. Jeffrey found that increased waterfowl production was
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found as the distance from forested and developed landscapes increased, with the idea that waterfowl prefer wet
meadows and grasslands for nest -sites.
All student presenters did a wonderful job showcasing their research. A big thanks to the folks who helped judge
these presentations!

WCTWS Winter Meeting Photo Contest
Submitted by Carissa Knab, Former Board Member
Thank you to all who participated in the photo contest during the WCTWS winter meeting; 42 spectacular photos
were submitted! The voting was close, but a few photos rose to the top as fan favorites. Congratlations to our
winners!

First Place: Fritillary on lily in the Moquah
Barrens of Bayfield County.
Submitted by Erik Olson.
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Second Place: Red Fox in Middleton, Wisconsin.
Submitted by Chuck and Linda Pils.
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Third Place (tie): W915, Breeding
female of the Wildcat pack and then
Pray pack in Central Forest,
Wisconsin. Submitted by Theresa
Simpson.

Third Place (tie): Plains Garter Snake in
Madison, WI. Submitted by Jennifer
Merems
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2022 Student Scholarship Recipients
Submitted by Lacey Hill-Kastern, President
Hannah Butkiewicz - Aldo Leopold Memorial Scholarship Graduate Recipient
This year's graduate scholarship recipient is Hannah Butkiewicz. Hannah is pursuing her Ph.D. in Wildlife
Ecology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
She starts her application by saying that
"conservation is not just a profession but a way of
life." She wants to look back on her life and feel as
though she helped others understand that they are
part of and not separate from nature and how they
might contribute to improving life for future
generations. She received her Bachelor of Science in
Forest and Wildlife Ecology from the University of
Wisconsin- Madison, graduating with the highest
distinction. By the time she graduated, she had
participated in research on bovine respiratory illness,
freshwater mussels, and northern bobwhite
quail. She served as the treasurer and vice president
of the Student Chapter of the Wildlife Society and
interned with the UW-Madison Zoology Museum
and UW-Extension. After graduation, she worked for the USDA Farm Service Agency and the Waupaca County
Land and Water Conservation Department.
In 2019, she began my graduate program at the University of WisconsinStevens Point. She is currently in the last semester and finalizing her
thesis. My project's primary objective is to evaluate the efficacy of
Snapshot Wisconsin (SSWI) trail camera data as a means of monitoring
wild turkey productivity and recruitment.
To further compliment her education, in 2020, she started working for
Golden Sands Resource Conservation & Development Council, Inc., a
regional conservation non-profit. In January of 2021, she transitioned
into her current role as the executive director. Her references refer to
her as resourceful, hard-working, compassionate, and self-motivated.
She has a remarkably high GPA, even with a heavy credit load. She
excels as a student, researcher, teacher, and mentor while simultaneously
executing habitat plans, management, and outreach.
Please join me in congratulating this year's Aldo Leopold Memorial
Scholarship Graduate student recipient,
Hannah Butkiewicz.
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Noah Andexler - Aldo Leopold Memorial Scholarship Undergraduate Recipient
This year’s undergraduate scholarship recipient is Noah Andexler.
Noah is a senior majoring in Wildlife Ecology with a minor in Biology
at the University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point.
Noah is an active member of The Wildlife Society. He is vicepresident of the student chapter, co-lead of the fisher and gray squirrel
project, and also a co-founder of a Tri-County Bumble Bee project.
This later included pursuing grant funding for implementation through
the Natural Resources Foundation of Wisconsin. He transferred to
UWSP in January 2021, during the pandemic and everything being
held virtually, and did not let that slow down his passion, dedication,
active involvement, and academic achievement.
This past summer, he spent time in Alaska working for the Alaska Fish
and Game. He is currently looking through thousands of photos to
evaluate chick growth. He will prepare a manuscript for publication
after the research concludes. His references note his drive and
leadership schools. He is also improving those skills through the
Wisconsin Wildlife Federation Conservation Leadership Corps training.
Noah mentions in his application that one deep-rooted ideal is his
belief that humanity's role is not just to benefit from the natural world
but become a steward and focus on restoring and preserving it for future generations. Please join me in
congratulating this year's Aldo Leopold Memorial Scholarship undergraduate recipient, Noah Andexler.
Kayla Okla - James W. Hardin Memorial Scholarship Recipient
Dr. James W. Hardin was a beloved member of the Wildlife faculty at UW-Stevens Point. He always put students
first and was highly regarded by all students, advisees, staff, faculty, and administrators who knew him. The
purpose of the Chapter's James W. Hardin Memorial Scholarship is to recognize early-stage undergraduate wildlife
students who show outstanding commitment to the field of wildlife and great promise academically, and in so
doing, honor the memory of Jim Hardin.
This year's inaugural recipient of the James W. Hardin Memorial Scholarship is Kayla Okla. Kayla is currently a
junior studying Wildlife Ecology and Environmental Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She is also
dedicated to pursuing certification as an Associate Wildlife Biologist through the Wildlife Society.
Kayla has a solid academic record. She has a passion for educating and sharing environmental knowledge with
individuals of all ages. Her references share that she has the combination of curiosity, drive, intellect, and
interpersonal skills to excel in her future endeavors. One reference also noted her drive for leadership roles among
her peers in the classroom and her enthusiasm and aptitude for data collection and analysis.
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In the future, she hopes to become an interpretive ranger for the
National Park Service so that she can spread environmental
knowledge to America's youth and the public about our
protected lands. She believes all youth should have the
opportunity to experience and learn about the beauty of nature
and the world we live in.
Please join me in congratulating this year's inaugural James W.
Hardin Memorial Scholarship recipient, Kayla
Okla.

Frances “Fran” Hamerstrom Memorial Scholarship
There were no applicants for this scholarship this year. It is still important to acknowledge this scholarship and its
purpose, though. Frances 'Fran' Hamerstrom was an innovator, a free spirit, iconoclast, and an outstanding wildlife
biologist who inspired many generations of future naturalists. The purpose of the Chapter's Frances Hamerstrom
Memorial Scholarship is to stoke the fires of inspiration for students that are in the early stages of their
undergraduate education; to support innovators; to encourage those that share Fran's free spirit to advance our field
forward, and in so doing, honor the memory of Fran Hamerstrom.

Truisms - Contributed by Tom Bahti
Shamelessly borrowed, stolen and plagiarized from other sources
Time is precious. Don't waste it.
When truly irritated, I can curse at such length and with such inventiveness that people have been known to check
both their watch and their dictionary.
If you were waiting for the opportune moment, that was it.
The truth is a good fallback position.
You can tell a lot about a person by the amount of times they say "I" in a sentence.
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I have a theory that the truth is never told during the 9 to 5 hours.
Life has become immeasurably better since I have been forced to stop taking it seriously.
The all-consuming desire for antlers an extra inch longer has been one of the sicknesses of hunting. A hunter can as
easily be debased as enabled by a sport.

Chapter Chronicles
More documents recently shared by our Former Secretary and self-proclaimed Chapter Historian Brad Strobel.
Although this Chapter meeting was nearly 40 years ago and it appears Wildlifers have maintained the same
preferences in break items…caffeine, salty snacks, donuts, and beer!
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